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u Let’s weave!
v Spirit Buddies – Connection and belonging, daily for 5 minutes
v Class meetings – pro-social problem solving, self-regulation, sense of 

community – once a week/month
v RD Program – Self awareness, self-worth, belonging - team building 

at the beginning of the year
v Brain unit – mental health & well-being, mental health literacy, self-

regulation, mindfulness Lessons 1-6 along with the RD program, 
Lesson 7 spread over time/curricula

v TRC – Treaty education, Trauma informed care
v DBT – 4 modules: emotion regulation, mindfulness, interpersonal 

effectiveness, distress tolerance. 

Programming for SEL, Well-
Being, and the TRC

THE BRAIN 
UNIT
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Lesson 1  

Brainstorm: 
• What do you know about the brain?

• Introduce the lobes and 
hemispheres

• Different parts do different 
things
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u Discuss the functions of each lobe:
v Parietal: Motor cortex
v Temporal: Hearing
v Frontal: Thinking
v Occipital: Vision

u Cross section:
v Spinal cord: carries the messages
v Cortex: where thinking occurs
v Amygdala: Emotional regulation
v Cerebellum: balance and coordination
v Hippocampus: Memory
v Corpus Callosum: Connects the 

hemispheres© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 2  

u Neurons
v The brain is made up of 

pieces/cells called neurons
v Neurons communicate with 

electricity and chemicals

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 3 

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Role Plays
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u Neurotransmitters
v Focus on neurotransmitters impacting 

emotions
§ Serotonin

§ Dopamine
§ Norepinephrine

v Chemicals released
§ Oxytocin
§ Cortisol

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 4 

u Brain Reactivity
v The key is the interactions between 

our thoughts and our feelings
v E-R-A cycle

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 5 
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ERA Cycle
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u The Senses and Their Effects on the Brain
v Senses are linked to our emotions through our 

memories
v Introduce the idea of “triggers” – sensory 

experiences associated with positive or 
negative memories that trigger our emotions

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 6 

u Part 1: Mental Health
v Introduce mental health continuum
v Develop students understanding of well-being – factors and aspects
v Develop students understanding that everyone has times where they 

are flourishing, and times when they are languishing

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 7 
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Lesson 7 

• Share the well-being clouds with students
• Discuss that flourishing wellness involves three key things:

• Positive relationship to self
• Positive relationships with others
• A sense of meaning and purpose

u Part 2: Mental Illness
v Introduce the mental illness 

continuum
v Discuss mental illness as an illness 

– you can’t catch it, but it is a 
physical illness

v Differentiate illness from issues –
e.g. homelessness

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 7 

u Part 3: Stigma
v Introduce idea of stigma- being 

afraid to have others see/know 
something 

v Discuss stigma related to mental 
illness, and how it impacts help-
seeking behavior

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Lesson 7
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u Focus on creating a supportive learning community
v How do you be a good friend
v How to be a good group member

v E.g. Bucket fillers

Brain Unit

Dialectical 
Behavior 
Therapy

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

DBT in the Classroom?

u Mindfulness
v Meditation, breathing

u Distress Tolerance
v ACCEPTS
v SELF SOOTHE
v IMPROVE

u Emotion Regulation
v STORY OF THE EMOTION
v PLEASE MASTER

u Interpersonal Effectiveness
v DEAR MAN
v GIVE
v FAST
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u Emotion Mind, Reasonable mind, Wise mind – big brain and little brain 
working together J

u Mindful Awareness
v Explore the 5 senses in detail

u Non-Judgment 
v Use scenarios to introduce the idea of multiple perspectives, compassion 
v Encourage students to make decisions based on what would work to deal 

with the issue, rather than being stuck in determining who is right/wrong, 
fairness/unfairness, and so forth

u Teach breathing & meditations

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Mindfulness Module

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Breathing Exercises

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Breathing Exercises
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u The interpersonal-effectiveness acronyms are best 
implemented using role-plays, bibliotherapy, or videotherapy.
v Use a book or video, stop at the moment a character encounters a 

problem. For instance, a point where others are trying to coerce 
them to do something they don’t want to do.

v Discuss what is happening, and what students think the character 
should do

v Introduce the appropriate acronym, have students reflect on a 
time when this would have been helpful, or a scenario where it 
might be.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Interpersonal Effectiveness

u IE is about how to meet one’s needs in a socially appropriate way, 
we can choose books or videos with various scenarios, such as a 
character asking for a raise at work or asking to do an assignment 
in a different way than the teacher has assigned. 
v Here is one way of implementing interpersonal effectiveness in the 

classroom:
§ Have students pose scenarios where they might need to ask for something 

that makes them nervous, for instance:
ª Ask a group member to do their part of an assignment.
ª Ask a teacher for an alternative assignment.

§ Role-play or hold a class meeting to discuss how to manage the situation.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Interpersonal Effectiveness

u DEARMAN
v This is about setting boundaries, expressing needs, and learning to 

compromise
§ Describe your situation.
§ Express why this is an issue and how you feel about it.
§ Assert yourself by asking clearly for what you want.
§ Reinforce your position by offering a positive consequence if you 

were to get what you want.
§ (Be) Mindful of the situation by focusing on what you want and ignore 

distractions.
§ Appear confident even if you don’t feel confident.
§ Negotiate with a hesitant person and come to a comfortable 

compromise on your request.
© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Interpersonal Effectiveness
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u Conflict resolution, using the GIVE acronym, can be 
done during class meetings. Remind students to not 
make issues personal attacks, to listen empathetically to 
each other, and to think about how their words and 
actions will make others feel.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Interpersonal Effectiveness

u GIVE
v This is about maintaining positive relationships

§ Gentle: Use appropriate language, no verbal or physical attacks, no 
put downs, avoid sarcasm unless you are sure the person is all right 
with it, and be courteous and nonjudgmental.

§ Interested: When the person you are speaking to is talking about 
something, be interested in what they are saying. Maintain eye contact, 
ask questions, and so forth. Do not use your cellphone while having a 
conversation with another person!

§ Validate: Show that you understand a person’s situation and 
sympathize with them. Validation can be shown through words, body 
language, and/or facial expressions.

§ Easy Manner: Be calm and comfortable during conversation, use 
humour, smile.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Interpersonal Effectiveness

u FAST
v Used to develop self-respect within relationships

§ Fair: Be fair to yourself and to the other party to avoid resentment 
on both sides.

§ Apologize: Apologize less, taking responsibility only when 
appropriate.

§ Stick: Stick to your values, and don’t compromise your integrity 
to gain an outcome.

§ Truthful: Be truthful, and avoid exaggerating or acting helpless to 
manipulate others.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Interpersonal Effectiveness
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u Emotion regulation in DBT is taught through the phrase “story of 
the emotion,” and the acronym, PLEASE MASTER.
v “The story of the emotion” is based on mental-health literacy and 

cognitive behaviour therapy. Emotion regulation helps students learn 
that all feelings are normal and acceptable, but how you think about 
them, and the situation, will control the response.

v Emotion regulation is linked to chapter 7, lesson 5 (see page 120) in 
our Brain Unit; return to this so students can practice reframing 
thinking when they are exhibiting stress reactions.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Emotion Regulation

u treat PhysicaL illness
u Balance Eating
u Avoid mood-Altering drugs
u Balance Sleep
u Get Exercise
u Build M A S T E R y

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Emotion Regulation

u Distress tolerance in DBT is based on three concepts: accepting 
the situation (ACCEPTS), learning to self-soothe, and managing 
the distress (IMPROVE the moment).
v ACCEPTS refers to temporarily distracting an individual from the 

source of distress
v Self-soothing behaviour involves doing something that is soothing 

to you –something comforting, nurturing, kind, and gentle. Self-
soothing is used in moments of distress or agitation. Children can 
learn to say and do what a parent or friend would say, or what they 
would say to a friend who is upset.

v IMPROVE the moment is used to help relax in a moment of 
distress. It can be used along with mindfulness practices.© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Distress Tolerance
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u Students need to understand that distress tolerance is not about 
making the pain go away. When something happens that hurts us, 
our emotions are real and legitimate. However, if we act on them 
in the moment, we often make impulsive decisions that we regret 
later. 

u Distress tolerance helps us tolerate the hurt, so we have the time to 
make wise decisions about how best to deal with the situation, 
rather than making it worse.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Distress Tolerance

Distress Tolerance

ACCEPTS
u This is a skill used to distract oneself temporarily from unpleasant 

emotions.
v Activities - Use positive activities that you enjoy.
v Contribute - Help out others or your community.
v Comparisons - Compare yourself either to people that are less fortunate 
v Emotions (other) - cause yourself to feel something different by provoking 

your sense of humor or happiness with corresponding activities.
v Push away - Put your situation on the back-burner for a while. 
v Thoughts (other) - Force your mind to think about something else.
v Sensations (other) – Do something that has an intense feeling other than 

what you are feeling, like a cold shower or a spicy candy

Self-Soothe Activity
u Ask students to think of a time when they were angry with themselves about 

something. What did they say to themselves? Were they kind? Did what they say help 
them feel better – or worse? If students can’t think of something, ask them if they 
have ever told themselves they are stupid, or no good, or a loser.

u Explain that soothing means to make someone feel better, calmer, more peaceful. 
Self-soothing means taking care of ourselves in the same kind way we would 
someone else. It means being mindful – paying attention to what we are feeling and to 
what we are saying to ourselves, and not judging ourselves harshly.

u Ask students to go back to a memory they have of a time when they were angry with 
themselves.
v Have them imagine a self-soothing response.

u Give students some possible scenarios, and ask them how a person could self-soothe 
in these circumstances. What could they say to themselves? What could they do? For 
instance:
v You fail a test.
v You lose a game because you made a mistake (e.g., let in a goal, take a penalty).
v You say something critical to a friend, which embarrasses them in front of others.
v You gain some weight and your jeans don’t fit.

© Dr. Jennifer Katz, 2016

Distress Tolerance
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IMPROVE the moment

IMPROVE the moment
u This skill is used in moments of distress to help one relax.

v Imagery - Imagine relaxing scenes, things going well, or other things that 
please you.

v Meaning - Find some purpose or meaning in what you are feeling.
v Prayer - Either pray to whomever you worship, or, if not religious, chant a 

personal mantra.
v Relaxation - Relax your muscles, breathe deeply; use with self-soothing.
v One thing in the moment - Focus your entire attention on what you are 

doing right now. Keep yourself in the present.
v Vacation (brief) - Take a break from it all for a short period of time.
v Encouragement - Be your own cheerleader. Tell yourself you can make it 

through this.


